Metropolregion Hannover Braunschweig Göttingen Wolfsburg

Providing Local Presence – Networking at European Level

Sabine Flores - Leader of the project Municipalities for Electric Mobility & Coordinator of the European Network: MEElecTric for Spain
Limited liability company
- 56 municipalities
- 15 universities
- 50 companies
- Land of Lower Saxony

- 4 million inhabitants
- area of 19,000 km²
...electric mobility is more than the replacement of the combustion engines

vehicles | energy | infrastructure | transport
1st metropolitan area of Germany with the aim to cover energy needs by 100% renewable energy until 2050

- electric power
- heat production
- transport
Providing Local Presence – Networking at European Level

Amt electric – Electric Office
Service for regional and local electric mobility

- Organization of information meetings and discussion panels
- Preparation of draft resolutions for local representative bodies
- Production of information material
- Web-based platform / Factsheets
- Electric Fleet – up to 158 electric vehicles in municipal fleets
- Other fleet tests
The electric fleet – up to 158 VW e-up! in municipal fleets

European-wide call for tenders: framework agreement for leasing an electric fleet

- up to 158 passenger cars
- Fully electric battery-driven vehicles
- white/ uniform branding
- 26 month of full-service leasing
- date of delivery on November 12, 2013
- 26 x 200 € = 5,200 € compensation for costs
European Network:
Koordiniert durch:
Metropolitan Solutions 2014
IF YOU WANT TO GO FAST,
GO ALONE
IF YOU WANT TO GO FAR,
GO TOGETHER